Cape Fear Academy is a learning community committed to discovering and developing individual potential, preparing each student for success in college and life.

As a Parent...

I show respect for other parents when I:
- do not judge
- refrain from spreading rumors, gossip, and information we do not know is true
- listen even when opinions differ

I show respect for faculty & staff when I:
- model respect for the teacher in front of students
- directly contact the teacher first before going to other parents and administrators when there is an issue
- follow all school rules

I show integrity when I:
- stand up for others and do what is right
- let my children be responsible for their own work
- approach a teacher and determine facts to solve a problem (model appropriate way to approach teachers with respect)
- I have the courage to be Who I Am (not conform)

I demonstrate resilience when I:
- show a positive face in the community, even if there are conflicts within the school
- let my child know it is okay to fail or feel bad, and learn from the mistake
- when I try to point out the positive in a situational setback that arises at school or home

I model accountability when I:
- take responsibility for commitments e.g. not blaming teachers for grades, or blaming others for my actions or words
- take responsibility for my actions
- follow school rules (carpool, uniforms, etc.)
- am an active member of the CFA community (volunteering, being part of the PA, teacher communication, being aware of what child is doing, attend school events)